
Advice fee | Any advice fee is negotiable between the client and their financial advisor.  An annual
advice fee negotiated is paid via a repurchase of units from the investor.

Obtain a personalised cost estimate before investing by visiting www.sanlamunittrustsmdd.co.za
and using our Effective Annual Cost (EAC) calculator. Alternatively, contact us at 0860 100 266.

No initial fee is payable when there is no advisor involved.

Total Expense Ratio (TER) | PERIOD: 1 October 2013 to 30 September 2016
Total Expense Ratio (TER) | 2.06% of the value of the Financial Product was incurred as expenses
relating to the administration of the Financial Product. A higher TER does not necessarily imply a
poor return, nor does a low TER imply a good return. The current TER may not necessarily be an
accurate indication of future TER’s.
Transaction Cost (TC) | 0.01% of the value of the Financial Product was incurred as costs relating
to the buying and selling of the assets underlying the Financial Product. Transaction Costs are a
necessary cost in administering the Financial Product and impacts Financial Product returns. It
should not be considered in isolation as returns may be impacted by many other factors over time
including market returns, the type of Financial Product, the investment decisions of the investment
manager and the TER.
Total Investment Charges (TER + TC) | 2.07% of the value of the Financial Product was incurred
as costs relating to the investment of the Financial Product.

A Feeder Fund is a portfolio that, apart from assets in liquid form, consists solely of participatory
interests in a single portfolio of a collective investment scheme.  The portfolio manager may
borrow up to 10% of the market value of the portfolio to bridge insufficient liquidity.  This fund is
also available via certain LISPS (Linked Investment Service Providers), which levy their own fees.
Fluctuations or movements in exchange rates may cause the value of underlying international
investments to go up or down.

Top 10 Holdings

Securities % of Portfolio

Cisco 4.20

JP Morgan 3.93

AIG 3.59

MedTronic Inc 3.41

Royal Dutch Shell 3.22

Verizon Communicat 3.12

Axa FRF60 3.03

Berkshire Hathaway 3.02

Apple 3.01

Microsoft 2.99

Top 10 Holdings as at 30 Sep 2016

Performance (Annualised) as at 30 Nov 2016 on a rolling monthly basis

Retail Class Fund (%) Benchmark (%)

1 year (6.19) 0.42

3 year 8.49 15.48

5 year 13.92 22.65

Since inception 3.92 10.64

Annualised return is the weighted average compound growth rate over the period measured.

Performance (Cumulative) as at 30 Nov 2016 on a rolling monthly basis

Retail Class Fund (%) Benchmark (%)

1 year (6.19) 0.42

3 year 27.70 53.98

5 year 91.85 177.54

Since inception 43.61 159.15

Cumulative return is aggregate return of the portfolio for a specified period

Risk statistics: 3 years to 30 Nov 2016

Std Deviation (Ann) 16.30

Sharpe Ratio (Ann) 0.19

Actual highest and lowest annual returns*

Highest Annual % 35.78

Lowest Annual % (42.38)
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Fund Objective

The objective of the portfolio is to provide above average long-term capital growth
by investing in global equities which the Investment Manager has identified as being
undervalued and as offering above average growth potential. This fund is a feeder
fund which invests only in the Sanlam Investment Management Global Best Ideas
Fund, managed by Sanlam Asset Management (Ireland). The portfolio may also
hold ancillary liquid assets including cash and/or money market instruments.

Fund Strategy

The Investment Manager seeks to achieve the objective of the fund by investing in
undiscovered or neglected global equities that the Investment Manager has
identified as being undervalued and offering above average growth potential over
time.

Why choose this fund?

*The fund invests in undervalued equity stocks, the research focus being on
undiscovered or neglected stocks.
*The fund employs an active stock-picking investment process.
*It is a Rand denominated fund.  No foreign exchange tax clearance is required.

Fund Information

ASISA Fund Classification Global - Equity - General

Risk profile Aggressive

Benchmark MSCI World Equities Index

Portfolio launch date 26 Feb 2007

Fee class launch date 02 Jul 2007

Minimum investment Lump sum: R5 000 | Monthly: R500

Portfolio size R517.5 million

Last two distributions 31 Dec 2014: 0.00 cents per unit
31 Dec 2015: 0.00 cents per unit

Income decl. dates 31 Dec

Income price dates 1st working day in January

Valuation time of fund 15:00

Transaction cut off time 15:00

Daily price information Local newspapers and
www.sanlamunittrusts.co.za

Repurchase period 3 working days

Fees (Incl. VAT)

Retail Class (%)

Advice initial fee (max.) 2.90

Manager initial fee N/A

Advice annual fee (max.) 1.14

Manager annual fee 1.14

Total Expense Ratio (TER) 2.06
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Asset Allocation

 Cash

Equity Asia

Equity Europe

Equity UK

Equity USA
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1.38

3.54

18.99

15.25

60.84

Portfolio Manager(s) Quarterly Comment - 30 Sep 2016

Equity markets have taken a sanguine view of the post-Brexit world, at least in the
short term. Ostensibly, there are many reasons to feel less than enthused about the
market’s prospects just lately: The probably long and messy divorce of Britain from
its European neighbours; the very real chance of a dangerously unsuitable president
in the White House; the prospect of an escalating conflict between the US and
Russia in Syria; further political turmoil in Europe. None of this has dampened the
enthusiasm for equities this quarter. The MSCI UK index has returned 15% (in US$)
from its low on 27 June, while the broader market has advanced 10% over the same
period, and is up 4.9% for the quarter (MSCI World Index).

The Bank of Japan’s announcement in July of a doubling of its equity fund
purchases and, to some extent, governor Kuroda’s September pledge to overshoot
the 2% inflation target and cap the 10-year bond yield at 0%, has benefited
Japanese equities in the quarter, causing the MSCI Japan to rise almost 9% in US$.
European equities ex the UK were also an above-benchmark performer in the period
(+6%). Despite having low exposure to these regions (none in Japan), the fund’s
returns from good stockpicking in the US and UK - which comprise some 82% of the
fund’s assets - compensated somewhat for this. The fund returned 4.1% after costs
for the quarter.

The fund’s US holdings rose by 4.9% in aggregate. The technology companies HP
Inc., Apple and Cisco rose 25%, 19% and 12% respectively, while financial holdings
Bank of America and AIG returned 18% and 13%. The principal detractors here
were homebuilder NVR Inc. (-8%) and Verizon Communications (-6%). HP Inc. is an
underappreciated cash cow, which is consolidating its global leadership position in
printers. It garnered the market’s renewed attention in September when announcing
the acquisition of Samsung’s printer business. The deal gives HP the ability to
manufacture a core part of laser printers known as printer engines, which are
currently sourced from outside suppliers.

The fund’s UK holdings returned 5.4%, with Micro Focus International (+35%) the
main contributor. The company announced the acquisition of the software
businesses of HP Enterprise in September. The market reacted favourably to the
$8.8bn transaction, betting that Micro Focus can move the EBITDA margins of its
acquired assets from a current 23% closer to its own 46% in short order. Other
contributors were the previously much maligned homebuilder Taylor Wimpey (+14%)
and insurer and asset manager Legal & General (+10%). Royal Dutch Shell (-7%)
and Imperial Brands (-5%) detracted the most.

From a sector perspective, the fund’s overweight stance and good stockpicking in
Information Technology (+15%) and Financials (+9%) added the most to
performance. Consumer Discretionary businesses (+2%) detracted the most via the
poor quarterly returns from NVR Inc., 21st Century Fox (-10%) and Countrywide plc
(-13%), while Energy holdings also detracted.

Outlook: The final quarter of 2016 contains two key national events that, to our
minds, have the potential to disrupt financial markets far beyond their borders. We
refer of course to the US presidential election on 8 November and the Italian
constitutional referendum planned for 5 December. Just as most attempts at
forecasting the future are unwise (the Brexit vote is nothing if not a stark reminder),
it is also foolhardy to attempt to call either of these outcomes, even if clear
preferences exist from an investment point of view. It is no deep insight to prefer a
Clinton victory and a Yes vote in Italy, but these are far from done deals.

Clinton victory and a Yes vote in Italy, but these are far from done deals.

The fund is thus not overtly positioned with a view to taking advantage of either of
these outcomes, but is instead well diversified across geographies and economic
sectors. In addition, it remains a steadfastly value-oriented portfolio, in spite of the
now rather long market disenchantment with this style of investing. The fund, for
example, trades on a 1-year forward PE multiple of 14.9x vs. the MSCI World
benchmark value of 17.0x, a dividend yield of 2.9% vs.2.5% and a price to book
value of 2.0x vs. 2.2x. In addition, the fund has a 17% ROE, which is 5% better than

the benchmark, and possesses superior operating and net margins.

Portfolio Manager(s)

Douw Steenekamp

B. Compt (Hons), CA (SA)

Risk Consideration:

*The fund is focused on investment in global listed companies; accordingly the
performance of the fund is directly linked to the performance of the global equity
markets.
*Investing in international companies means the currency exchange rate fluctuations
will have an impact on the fund’s investment performance.
*As the SA Rand can be a volatile currency, this could lead to significant fluctuations
in the rand value of this fund.

Management of Investments

This fund is managed by Denker Capital (Pty) Ltd an appointed investment advisor
to Sanlam Investment Management (Pty) Ltd, FSP 579, an authorised Financial
Services Provider under the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act, 2002.

Sanlam Investment Management Global Best
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Risk Profile (Aggressive)

This is an aggressively managed, high-risk portfolio that aims to deliver capital growth over the
long term (greater than 5 years). It is designed to substantially outperform the markets and
therefore carries a long-term investment horizon (5 years and upwards). The portfolio will be
diversified across all major asset classes with significant exposure to equities, and may include
offshore equities. There may be some capital volatility in the short term, although higher returns
may be expected from five years or beyond.

Additional Information

All reasonable steps have been taken to ensure the information on this MDD is accurate. The
information to follow does not constitute financial advice as contemplated in terms of the Financial
Advisory and Intermediary Services Act. Use or rely on this information at your own risk.
Independent professional financial advice should always be sought before making an investment
decision.

The Sanlam Group is a full member of the Association for Savings and Investment SA. Collective
investment schemes are generally medium- to long-term investments. Please note that past
performances are not necessarily a guide to future performances, and that the value of
investments / units / unit trusts may go down as well as up. A schedule of fees and charges and
maximum commissions is available from the Manager, Sanlam Collective Investments (RF) Pty
Ltd, a registered and approved Manager in Collective Investment Schemes in Securities.
Additional information of the proposed investment, including brochures, application forms and
annual or quarterly reports, can be obtained from the Manager, free of charge.  Collective
investments are traded at ruling prices and can engage in borrowing and scrip lending. Collective
investments are calculated on a net asset value basis, which is the total market value of all assets
in the portfolio including any income accruals and less any  deductible expenses such as audit
fees, brokerage and service fees. Actual investment performance of the portfolio and the investor
will differ depending on the initial fees applicable, the actual investment date, and the date of
reinvestment of income as well as dividend withholding tax. Forward pricing is used.  The Manager
does not provide any guarantee either with respect to the capital or the return of a portfolio. The
performance of the portfolio depends on the underlying assets and variable market factors.
Performance is based on NAV to NAV calculations with income reinvestments done on the ex-div
date.  Lump sum investment performances are quoted.  All the portfolio options presented are
approved collective investment schemes in terms of Collective Investment Schemes Control Act,
No 45 of 2002 (CISCA). The fund may from time to time invest in foreign instruments which could
be accompanied by additional risks as well as potential limitations on the availability of market
information. The Manager has the right to close any portfolios to new investors to manage them
more efficiently in accordance with their mandates.  The portfolio management of all the portfolios
are outsourced to financial services providers authorized in terms of the Financial Advisory and
Intermediary Services Act, 2002. A feeder fund is a portfolio that invests in a single portfolio of
collective investment schemes, which levies its own charges and which could result in a higher fee
structure for the feeder fund. Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd is the appointed trustee of the
Sanlam Collective Investments scheme.

Sources of Performance and Risk Data:  Morningstar Direct, INET BFA and Bloomberg.

The risk free asset assumed for the calculation of Sharpe ratios:  STEFI Composite Index.

The highest and lowest annualised performance numbers are based on 10 non-overlapping one
year periods or the number of non-overlapping one year periods from inception where
performance history does not yet exist for 10 years.

Trustee Information

Standard Bank of South Africa LTD

Tel no.: 021 441 4100,  E-mail: Compliance-SANLAM@standardbank.co.za

Glossary Terms

Active stock-picking investment process
This is when asset managers actively and tactically vary their stock selections based on economic
and market data, and fundamental valuations, etc. This should lessen an investor's exposure to
declining markets and helps preserve capital.

Annualised total returns
Annualised return is the weighted average compound growth rate over the period measured.

Capital growth
Capital growth is the profit made on an investment, measured by the increase in its market value
over the invested amount or cost price. It is also called capital appreciation.

Collective investment scheme
Collective investment schemes (also called unit trusts) are portfolios of assets such as equities,
bonds, cash and listed property, in which investors can buy units. They allow private investors to
pool their money together into a single fund, thus spreading their risk across a range of
investments, getting the benefit of professional fund management, and reducing their costs.

Equities
Equities are shares that represent an institution's or individual's ownership in a listed company.
These shares are also the "vehicle" through which they are able to "share" in the profits made by
that company. As the company grows, and the expectation of improved profits increases, the
market price of the share will increase which translates into a capital gain for the shareholder.
Similarly, negative sentiment about the company will result in the share price falling.  Shares /
equities are usually considered to have the potential for the highest return of all the investment
classes but also have the highest level of risk i.e. share investments have the most volatile returns
over the short term. An investment in equities should be viewed with a 7 to 10 year horizon.

Feeder fund
A feeder fund is a South African-based fund that feeds exclusively into its primary foreign-based
fund. It allows investors easy access to investing in an offshore fund, eliminating complicated tax
and other implications. The shares of the feeder fund represent shares in the primary fund (called
a master fund).

Liquidity
The ability to easily turn assets or investments into cash.

LISP (Linked Investment Service Provider)
A Linked Investment Service Provider is a financial institution which packages, distributes and
administers a broad range of unit trust based investments. Any investment made through these
products gives an investor a single point of entry into a selection of different investments.

Money market instruments
A money market instrument is a low risk, highly liquid, short-term (one year or less) debt
instrument, issued by financial institutions or governments, that tend to have lower returns than
high-risk investments.

Participatory interests
When you buy a unit trust, your money is pooled with that of many other investors. The total value
of the pool of invested money in a unit trust fund is split into equal portions called participatory
interests or units. When you invest your money in a unit trust, you buy a portion of the participatory
interests in the total unit trust portfolio.  Participatory interests are therefore the number of units
that you have in a particular unit trust portfolio.

Total Expense Ratio (TER)
This is the total costs associated with managing and operating an investment administration,
financial planning and servicing fees). These costs consist primarily of management fees and
additional expenses such as trading fees, legal fees, auditor fees and other operational expenses.
The total cost of the fund is divided by the fund's total assets under management to arrive at a
percentage amount, which represents the TER.

Undervalued equity stocks / Investing in neglected global equities
This is a strategy of selecting shares that trade for less than their intrinsic values. Value investors
actively seek stocks that they believe the market has undervalued. They believe the market
overreacts to good and bad news, resulting in stock price movements that do not correspond with
the company's actual long-term fundamentals. The result is an opportunity for value investors to

profit by buying when the price is deflated.
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